
 

 

 

 

 

GAME OF SOLES (GOS) 

 

GET MOVING. KEEP EARNING. 

 

 

 

 

 



ABOUT 
 
“Game of Soles” is an innova ve decentralized pla orm that enables people to earn 
cryptocurrency by walking, running and training with NFT shoes they purchase. Convert your 
steps into cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum effortlessly, and enjoy Move2Earn for 
free! 

“Game of Soles” offers an op mum combina on for users who seek to maintain a healthy 
lifestyle with the help of digital world.  

The pla orm gives opportunity to earn cryptocurrency by using digital shoes for physical 
ac vi es. These shoes are offered as Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), each designed with unique 
a ributes. Users can choose and purchase their desired shoes as NFTs, which allows them to 
strengthen their shoes and earn cryptocurrency by walking. 

Along with NFTs, users can also gain exposure to the market by holding the na ve token $GOS 
boos ng the poten al of a higher passive income through staking and farming rewards.  

 

WHY CHOOSE GOS? 

Here is why you need to join “Game of Soles” community. 

a. Earn cryptocurrency by walking, playing, running or doing any other physical ac vity. 
b. Get rewarded for your steps in $GOS tokens that can be exchanged for major coins like 

Bitcoin, Ethereum, MATIC, USDT, USDC, JPYC, and more  
c. Stay mo vated to walk every day and improve your health and fitness  
d. Earn $GOS tokens by comple ng tasks within the me limit  
e. Easy-to-use interface and clear instruc ons 

 

VISION  

“Game of Soles” is a free app which aims to rewards your steps from your physical ac vity 
with a new-genera on currency $GOS tokens which you can spend on cool products or donate 
to charity.  

We focus on improving your health which increases your produc ve and help you save billions 
of dollars in healthcare.  

 

MISSION  

Here is what the pla orm pursues 

a. Become a pioneering web3 pla orm that eliminates the imbalance between the 
physical and digital world 

b. Create an innova ve ecosystem to counter the problems of DEFI and gaming reward 
system 



c. Bring a revolu on through innova on and awareness of physical and mental health 
d. Every user is given an equal and fair chance to join the pla orm and earn rewards 

 

GOS FOR ITS COMMUNITY 

“Game of Soles” aims not only to engage individual users but also to foster communi es. Users 
can compete with friends, share achievements, and walk, run or train together. The pla orm 
provides communica on channels such as forums, chat rooms, and social media groups to 
facilitate interac on and support among users. Collabora ons with shoe brands and 
organiza ons hos ng sports events further enhance the project’s success. 

 

HOW DOES $GOS WORK? 

$GOS model is very simple. Users ini ates their fitness journey by registering on the $GOS 
pla orm. They choose from various NFTs shoes op ons available on the pla orm. The digital 
shoes are created with different powers and a ributes. Users can purchase their desired shoes 
using cryptocurrency and become owners of the corresponding NFT tokens.  

At this stage, the users gets into a smart contract with the pla orm which records ownership 
of the shoes. Once users have purchased their shoes, they start walking in the real world. 
“Game of Soles” pla orm tracks their steps and unlocks the levels of their shoes accordingly. 
The more steps users take, the more their digital shoes upgrades, resul ng in increased 
cryptocurrency earnings. The number of steps of users are recorded by the pla orm using a 
mobile applica on or connected smartwatches. This data is processed by the smart contract, 
enabling users to earn cryptocurrency. 

 

GAME OF SOLES PLATFORM: 

a. NFT MONETIZATION  

With the ability to mone ze NFTs, exposure will increase with adop on  

b. PASSIVE INCOME  

Stake, trade and hold and provide LP to generate passive income and move to earn.  

c. ENHANCE NFT LIQUIDITY  

Using a ributes of shoes and NFTs will increase the liquidity  

d. SUPERIOR INTERFACE  

User friendly interface will make it easier for users to interact with the pla orm 

 

$GOS FOR CORPORATES 



The pla orm innova vely tackles the common issues faced by the corporates. Here are some 
issues: 

a. HIGH TURNOVER RATE  

Employee Turnover turns out to be very costly for the companies as they have to spend too 
much on recrui ng and training new employees.  

b. LESS PRODUCTIVITY  

When employees does not perform their responsibili es well and the team does not func on 
at their best, it adversely impact the bo om line.  

c. HEALTH COST  

High sick leave adversely impacts the company produc vity and also the healthcare cost of 
the employees  

 

HOW $GOS TACKLES IT FOR CORPORATES  

With the help of physical ac vi es and corporate wellness tools, $GOS benefits as below: 

a. Create a posi ve workplace culture and retain top talent with engaging ac vi es 
b. Reduce turnover rate by boos ng employee morale with physical ac vi es 
c. Transforms the workplace into a healthier, happier, and more produc ve environment 

with $GOS 
d. Promote be er health, reduce healthcare costs with physical ac vi es 
e. Enhance employee rela onships and happiness with engaging ac vi es outside of 

work on our HR solu ons pla orm 
f. Build stronger teams and boost performance 

 

SHOEVERSE  

At a later stage of the road map, “Game of Soles” will launch its own metaverse with the name 
“Shoeverse”. To experience this, Users need to hold at least one NFT of any element and 
minimum amount of $GOS tokens. Higher the amount of NFT and $GOS tokens the user holds, 
it will unlock new features of metaverse.  

Users will be able to stake their NFTs & shoes here. Users will be able to par cipate or compete 
in Shoes contests, fashion shows and ba les to win more $GOS tokens. Newbies will begin 
their journey into the Shoeverse by buying/selling/trading or staking their digital shoes but 
they will have lower APY% compared to old and loyal users.  

The Shoeverse will be later on, integrated with the metaverse gaming pla orms like 
Decentraland and Sandbox. Shoes will be made wearable for the Avatars in the metaverse. 
“Game of Soles” will become a digital shoe brand in the digital world.  

 



UTILITY OF $GOS TOKENS  

Unlock the endless u lity “Game of Soles” offers to its users.  

a. $GOS token will be u lized as the na ve token to add U lity to NFT via staking, farming 
and LP which generates the passive income. 

b. $GOS will be used as the SWAP fee for the NFT SWAP. 
c. $GOS tokens will be required to pay for min ng/farming new shoes NFT in the 

pla orm. 
d. $GOS will also be used as the entry cket to the Shoeverse (own metaverse pla orm) 

and at the later stage for incen vizing in the play to earn game such as ba les, contests 
and fashion show. 

e. $GOS token will be used for the project governance and receive addi onal incen ves 

 

GAME OF SOLES PLAY MODES  

a. INDIVIDUAL MODE  

In individual Mode, players are equipped with NFT shoes to earn tokens by moving. 
Stamina is required to earn $GOS tokens. Each stamina equals 10 minutes of move & earn 
movement and stamina, which starts replenishing a er players acquire an NFT shoes.  

b. COMPETITON MODE  

In Challenge Mode, there are challenges for players to join. Players must register for the 
Challenge session at least 24 hours before launch. On registra on, a returnable fee will be 
charged to guarantee responsibility from players. 

 

ROADMAP  

July 2023 

- Project team building  
- Contract verifica on  
- Researching  
- Token alloca on  

August 2023  

- Community building  
- Website launch  
- Token launch  
- Marke ng Kick-off  

September 2023 

- Exchange lis ngs  
- Mo on and GPS Building  



- Core app building  
- Shoes NFTs launch  

Q3, 2023  

- Shoes & other merchandise launch 
- NFTs launch  
- Beta version launch (for limited users) 
- NFTs leaderboard unlocking  

Q4, 2023 

- Ac vi es launch for earning tokens  
- “Game of Soles” NFT swap launch  
- Introduc on to Shoeverse 
- Various partnerships  

Q1, 2024  

- DAO - $GOS improvement proposals  
- Cross-chain solu on  
- Shoes system launch  
- Compe on mode unlocking  

 

SMART CONTRACT EXPLANATION  

Here are some explana ons of the different aspects of codes in smart contract: 

Explana on 1 : This smart contract represents the $GOS Token, a BEP20 standard token used 
within the “Game of Soles” pla orm. The token is ini alized with the name “Game of Soles 
token” and symbol “GOS”. Upon deployment, the contract’s creator is allocated an ini al 
supply of 1,000,000 tokens. 

 

Explana on 2 : This smart contract represents the Game of Soles NFT (Non-Fungible Token). 
It uses the BEP20 pla orm for NFT func onality. The contract allows for the min ng of new 
NFTs by incremen ng the token ID, assigning it to the recipient’s address, and associa ng a 
tokenURI (metadata) with the token. 

 

Explana on 3: This smart contract represents the main contract of the “Game of Soles” 
pla orm. It interacts with the Token and NFT contracts. Upon deployment, it takes the 
addresses of the deployed Token contracts as constructor parameters. The `purchaseShoes` 
func on allows users to purchase shoes by min ng an NFT with the provided tokenURI and 
transferring the corresponding token to the buyer’s address using the $GOS token. These 
smart contracts provide a founda on for the “Game of Soles” project, including the token, 
NFT, and the main contract that handles the purchase of shoes. They can be further 



customized and extended to incorporate addi onal func onality as per the requirements of 
the “Game of Soles” pla orm. 

 

FACTORS TO EARN $GOS TOKENS  

There are four main factors to earn $GOS tokens as below: 

a. SHOE TYPE:  

Each shoe will help you obtain a different amount of $GOS tokens. So please understand the 
shoe type before choosing to buy one.  

b. SHOE PERFORMANCE: 

The higher the performance, the more $GOS you can obtain. There are various levels of 
difficulty. Users are free to control the transi on between these mone za on modes. 

c. SPEED OF SHOES: 

The higher the Speed, the more $GOS tokens you get. Users have complete control over 
switching between the earning modes according to the speed.  

d. MOVING SPEED:  

To get the most rewards, users should move at the ideal speed of their shoes’ ideal speed. 
Your profit will drop by up to 90% if you slip outside of this range (this also depends on the 
difference in speed with range) 

 

SHOE CREDITS  

There are mul ple credits available according to the feature of shoes: 

a. EFFICIENCY:  

Solo Mode, Party Mode, Marathon Tournaments Efficiency has a role in $GOS tokens earning 
in Solo Mode. With a greater Efficiency A ribute, you'll earn more $GOS per unit of stamina 
consumed. Higher Efficiency leads to a faster collec on of Leaderboard points. 

b. DURABILITY: 

Durability is defined as the "stamina" of the shoes. As the user moves, Endurance will decay. 
Digital Shoes are penalized for a "worn-out" according to the durability points of shoes. 

c. RECOVERY: 

"Recovery" affects the shoe’s durability. A higher “Recovery” will result in a slower Endurance 
decline. If you have a high-quality shoes, you have to pay a higher repair fee for it. 

 

SHOES LEVEL 



Users can upgrade their Shoes level by forgiving their $GOS tokens. Each level up requires a 
certain amount of me to complete, which will increase in tandem with the amount of $GOS 
tokens needed as the Shoe level increases. More tokens can be used to speed up this process. 
Users will get 4 - 12 extra A ribute points as they level up, which they can apply to their Shoe 
quality. 

Quality Attribute Point/Level up 

Common 4 

Uncommon 6 

Rare 8 

Epic 10 

Legendary 12 

 

ANTI CHEATING SYSTEM 

Penal es will be applicable to accounts found to be fraudulent. There are three approaches 
coded in the applica on to prevent users from chea ng. 

• GPS tracking   

• Mo on sensors and health data   

• Automa c protec on of AI through data duplica on 

User account’s remaining $GOS tokens & NFTs will be burned/purged if they are found 
chea ng. The delivered shoes will also be forfeited from wallet to inventory. 

 

TOKEN DETAILS  

CONTRACT ID: 

MAXIMUM SUPPLY:  

CHAIN: 

TOKENOMICS  
 
35% PUBLIC SALE  

25% REWARDS  

13% DEVELOPMENT  

11% COMMUNITY  



7% INVESTORS 

6% LIQUIDITY  

3% CORE TEAM   

 

DISCLAIMER  

“Game of Soles” whitepaper has been prepared for informa on and discussion purposes only. 
“Game of Soles” remains commi ed to explore new ground in crea ng the condi ons for new 
ways to earn from physical ac vity and healthy habit forma on with the help of blockchain. 
$GOS has the right to adjust the opera ng model at any me as it sees fit to remain consistent 
with local regula on and business opera ng rules that may apply. 

“Game of Soles” is under no obliga on to adjust the content of these papers/documents at 
its absolute discre on at any me including the changes outlined above. The project may raise 
funds via $GOS tokens sale in the future, nothing in this paper cons tutes an offer or an 
invita on to any third party to make any investment or to subscribe for any token, asset, 
security, or other instrument of any kind.  

The informa on in this paper is subject to change, dele on or revoca on at any me and you 
should not rely on any content contained within this paper for any purposes whatsoever 
whether in rela on to any future token sale by the “Game of Soles” or otherwise. 

 

 

 

 

 


